How to avoid an Abandoned Vehicle fee

Always notify MVD of a vehicle sale. Submit a sold notice on AZMVDNow.gov.

Resolve all tow and storage fees from:
- vehicle accidents.
- impounds.
- private property.
- public land.

Report vehicles stolen or missing immediately.

How to clear an Abandoned Vehicle fee — Options

Pay the fee at AZMVDNow.gov, an MVD field office or an authorized third party.

Provide proof of the vehicle sale.

Provide a stolen vehicle report.

Provide a letter from your insurance company of a total loss payout.

For additional information or assistance about the abandoned vehicle process visit: azdot.gov.

Avoid an office visit by emailing documents to ABVPublic@azdot.gov.

Hours: 9:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m.